i4	LIFE IN THE HEROIC AGE
and crossed the sea in search of plunder. The most famous
of their expeditions was against the city of Troy, which lay on
the north-west corner of Asia Minor hard by the Dardanelles.
Concerning this and other exploits their minstrels composed
songs, and the songs were treasured, being handed down, as
we may guess, from minstrel father to minstrel son. By and
by the Greeks learnt the art of writing from Phoenician mer-
chants; and about 900 b.c. a certain poet called Homer—a
blind old bard, so later tradition said—strung many of these
songs together to form two great poems called the Iliad and the
Odyssey) the most thrilling and beautiful tales that were ever
told in verse.1 It is from these two poems, as well* as from the
remains which archaeologists have dug up, that we know how
the Greeks lived in this early age before the dawn of history
proper.
The Achaean princes kept great style. Their palaces, indeed,
as may be seen at Mycenae and Tiryns, were simply planned,
A spacious hall or 'Megaron' was their living-room, with a
central hearth surrounded by four pillars which propped the
roof, the smoke escaping through a vent-hole overhead. Here,
too, the men slept, while the womenfolk retired to quarters of
their own. Outside the ante-chamber of the hall lay an open
courtyard, surrounded by a penthouse or veranda where slaves
1 The Iliad relates a series of episodes in the great Trojan War, culminat-
ing in the story of the mortal combat in which the Greek Achilles slew the
Trojan champion Hector and dragged the corpse at his chariot-tail around
the city walls. The Odyssey tells of the homeward voyage of the Greek
Odysseus (called Ulysses by the Romans) to his native town on the island
of Ithaca, where he found his faithful wife Penelope hard pressed and his
substance wasted by a crowd of insolent suitors, among whom he entered
in the guise of a poor beggar, but presently seizing a bow, disclosed himself
and shot them down in his own halls.
A 'HOMERIC' CUP (see opposite)
One of two gold cups found at Vaphio. The scene is a bull-hunt; a girl has
locked arms and legs round the bull's horns while, beneath, a cow-boy has
apparently been tossed.

